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krishna wikipedia Mar 26 2024
krishna ˈ k r ɪ ʃ n ə sanskrit क ष ण iast kṛṣṇa ˈkr ʂɳɐ is a major deity in hinduism he is worshipped as the
eighth avatar of vishnu and also as the supreme god in his own right he is the god of protection
compassion tenderness and love and is widely revered among hindu divinities

krishna story meaning description legends britannica Feb
25 2024
krishna one of the most widely revered and most popular of all indian divinities worshipped as the
eighth incarnation avatar or avatara of the hindu god vishnu and also as a supreme god in his own
right krishna became the focus of numerous bhakti devotional cults which have over the centuries
produced a wealth of religious poetry

krishna world history encyclopedia Jan 24 2024
krishna krsna or hari krishna is a major god of the hindu pantheon and considered the eighth
incarnation of vishnu he is perhaps the most popular of all the heroes of hindu mythology krishna s
adventures appear in the mahabharata bhagavad gita harivamsa and the sacred texts known as the
puranas where he is described as the supreme being
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bhagavad gita world history encyclopedia Dec 23 2023
the gita is a dialogue between the warrior prince arjuna and the god krishna who is serving as his
charioteer at the battle of kurukshetra fought between arjuna s family and allies the pandavas and
those of the prince duryodhana and his family the kauravas and their allies

who is lord krishna learn religions Nov 22 2023
krishna the hero of the mahabharata for many years krishna lived with the pandava and kaurava
kings who ruled over hastinapur when a war was about to break out between the pandavas and
kauravas krishna was sent to mediate but failed war became inevitable and krishna offered his forces
to the kauravas and himself agreed to join the

the birth of the popular hindu god krishna learn religions
Oct 21 2023
updated on june 25 2019 as an incarnation of the hindu god vishnu lord krishna is one of the faith s
most revered deities the story of how the hindu god of love and compassion was born is one woven
through many of hinduism s most sacred texts and it inspires faithful throughout india and beyond
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krishna mythopedia Sep 20 2023
overview krishna is the archetypal trickster as an avatar of vishnu he straddles the line between god
and man embodying both a mischievous adolescent as well as the supreme godhead who encourages
arjuna to fight in the bhagavad gita while he was undoubtedly a fiercely strong warrior most of his
exploits were accomplished through trickery

krishna wikiwand Aug 19 2023
krishna ˈkrɪʃnə sanskrit क ष ण iast kṛṣṇa ˈkr ʂɳɐ is a major deity in hinduism he is worshipped as the
eighth avatar of vishnu and also as the supreme god in his own right he is the god of protection
compassion tenderness and love and is widely revered among hindu divinities

who is krishna krishna org Jul 18 2023
krishna the supreme personality of godhead is an historical person who appeared on this earth 5 000
years ago he stayed on this earth for 125 years and played exactly like a human being but his
activities were unparalleled
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krishna encyclopedia com Jun 17 2023
krish nuh alternate names hari juggernaut ishvara appears in the vedas the mahabharata lineage son
of vasudeva and devaki character overview krishna one of the most popular hindu gods is revered as
a supreme deity god and the eighth embodiment of the god vishnu pronounced vish noo

krishna summary britannica May 16 2023
the editors of encyclopaedia britannica below is the article summary for the full article see krishna
krishna one of the most widely venerated hindu gods worshiped as the eighth incarnation of vishnu
and as the supreme deity many krishna legends are drawn from the mahabharata and the purana s

why the love story of radha and krishna has been told in Apr
15 2023
the story of the love of radha and krishna is overshadowed by an air of tragedy the two cannot be
together as radha is already married and krishna has a great destiny ahead of him
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the christ krishna connection learn religions Mar 14 2023
jesus christ and lord krishna both are believed to be sons of god since they were divinely conceived
the birth of both jesus of nazareth and krishna of dwarka and their god designed missions were
foretold both were born in unusual places christ in a lowly manger and krishna in a prison cell

lord krishna the savior hinduism facts Feb 13 2023
home dashavatara the 10 avatars of lord vishnu lord krishna the savior lord krishna was the eighth
incarnation of lord vishnu and is one of the most revered deities of hindus krishna killed his maternal
uncle kans who was a despotic ruler he also killed narakasura the demon who had abducted 16100
kshatriya women

representations of krishna article khan academy Jan 12
2023
lord krishna is an important figure in the hindu pantheon who appears often in works of art and
architecture krishna is one of the many avatars forms or manifestations of the hindu god vishnu who
according to devotees was born on earth to create balance and harmony in the universe
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smarthistory representations of krishna Dec 11 2022
lord krishna is an important figure in the hindu pantheon who appears often in works of art and
architecture krishna is one of the many avatars forms or manifestations of the hindu god vishnu who
according to devotees was born on earth to create balance and harmony in the universe

puranic chronology wikipedia Nov 10 2022
krishna and arjuna on their chariot at kurukshetra 18th century ce painting the puranic chronology is
a timeline of hindu mythology based on the mahabharata the ramayana and the puranas

krishna in the mahabharata wikipedia Oct 09 2022
in the hindu epic mahabharata krishna is the son of the yaduvamsha chief vasudeva and his wife
devaki he is also widely known by his epithet vāsudeva krishna as a political reformer edit india
during the period of mahabharata krishna was the key political figure in overthrowing kamsa the king
of surasena kingdom

relationships with krishna see also rasas krishna com Sep
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08 2022
our basic relationship with krishna is that of parts to the whole god is great we re small he s like the
sun the ocean or fire we re like the sun s rays drops of the ocean or sparks of the fire ultimately god is
the source of our existence and we re all parts of his energy as such we all have an inseparable
relationship with him

radha and krishna history today Aug 07 2022
radha and krishna man and god seek love and unity in one of the most celebrated hindu myths
history today published in history today volume 68 issue 6 june 2018 the hindu deities radha and
krishna declare their love for one another in a verdant rite of spring depicted in an anonymous indian
illustration from the late 18th century
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